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FREE • Published Monda :s, Wednesdays and Fridays 
Clubbing it 
UCF Men's Golf ends second fall golf 
t_ournament in ninth place -SEESPORTS,A? 
www.CentralFloridaFuture.com • Wednesday, Sept. 24, 2008 
FURNITURE KEPT 
SEPARATE BUT 
State schools raise money together 
The city council in l.inmln, Neb., voted 
5-2 Monday to ban porch couches and 
other inside furniture used outside. 
Supporters of thtban say it's a way to 
help rev1tar12e older neighborhoods. It 
·wm also taiget<nllege students who 
move in and out of rental homes. 
Animals 
m Breaking news on your cell 
Get UCF news sent to your cell 
phone. Just text the keyword 
UCFNEWS to 4463_6. 
AROUND CAMPUS,A2 
WORKSHOP PREPS 
STUDENTS FOR 
GRAD SCHOOL 
Learn th~ practices and skills used by 
students who get accepted into highly 
competitive graduate or professional 
programs in a workshop today at 
Ferrell Commons Room 185-Cfrom 11 
a.m. to noon. 
LOCAL & STATE, A2 
FORMER MOBSTER 
SAYS MURDER PLOT 
STARTED WITH FBI CALL 
A former Boston mobster testified 
Tuesday that a phone call from an FBI 
agent set in motion the 1982 murder 
of a gambling executive. Stephen "The 
Rifleman" Flemmi said-plans for the 
murder of John Callahan began after 
the mob got a call from an FBI agent. 
NATION & WORLD, A4 
MASKED GUNMAN 
KILLS 1O,SELF AT 
FINNISH SCHOOL 
A masked gunman whose violent 
You Tube postings prompted police to 
question him a day earlier opened fire 
Tuesday at his trade school in western 
Finland, killing 10 people before 
shooting himself in the head. 
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UCF working to help rape victim's family 
MICHELLE DENDY 
Contributing Writer 
UCF Asian-American 
groups have joined with 
groups from University of 
Florida and University of 
South Florida to raise aware-
ness for the Bloomingdale 
Library Assault Victim Fund 
and to help pay the medical 
bills of a yol!Ilg Vietnamese 
woman who suffered severe 
brain damage after being 
raped. · 
On April 24, an 18-year-
old woman stopped to drop 
off her library books at the 
· Bloomingdale · Regional 
Library in Valrico, which is 
just south of Brandon. 
The '.East Bay High School 
senior ended up in a hospital 
bed which reSlllted in her 
missing her graduation. 
As she ·got out of her car 
that night to drop the books 
in the drop box, she was 
attacked and raped. 
She suffered brain damage 
after her skull was crushed 
by the attacker, and the beat-
ing has left her blind and 
unable to walk, talk or swal-
low. 
Five months after being 
transported to Tampa Gener-
al Hospital, she is settled at a 
rehabilitation center in 
Tampa. 
Not only is the victim's 
family suffering from the dis-
tress of the incident, but they 
PLEASE SEE EVENTS ON A5 
CULTURE FOUND 
UNDERGROUND 
CAITLIN BUSH I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Vilbert White, a history professor at UCF, gives a lecture on an excavation project as part of the James Weldon Johnson Lecture Series. 
Professor excavates lost black towns 
NICOLE WILLIS 
Contributing Writer 
UCF professor Vilbert 
I White unearthed a speech Tuesday, saying that it is vital 
I to step out of the library and 
. touch history firsthand 
White, an associate histo-
ry professor, presented some 
of his research of fallen 
African American towns to a 
diverse, absorbed crow:d The 
title of the presentation, 
"New Philadelphia and the 
Search for Lost African-
American Towns," depicts 
White's passion: researching 
and discovering artifacts 
from towns in the early 1800s 
that were solely populated by 
former black slaves. . 
White initiated an excava-
tion project in New Philadel-
phia, Ill., in 2002 to learn 
more about the beginnings, 
and th.e eventual demise, of 
the pioneer African Ameri-
can town. New Philadelphia 
was founded in 1836 by "Free" 
Frank McWorter, a former 
slave who purchased his free-
dom. The town, now blanket-
ed in farmland,· is near the 
present-day city of Barry, Ill. 
In the first four days of exca-
vation, archaeologists and 
college students found 1,600 
artifacts . 
''You don't have to dig 
deep," White said "Most arti-
facts are found three to five 
inches from the surface." 
White said that his 
favorite moment of excavat-
ing New Philadelphia was 
finding an old campaign but-
ton from the 1870s. 
"This was part of a town; 
this was connected to a per-
son," White said 
A television special was 
created in light of the project 
that aired in 2002: Rediscov-
ering a Black Pioneer's 
Dream 
Finding artifacts at these 
sites - from cooking utensils 
to shackles - rbrings new 
light to the areas and conveys 
new ideas that are not con-
tained in a textbook 
"We're bringing new 
understanding, bringing the 
ideas of the founders of this 
town alive again," White said 
White drew parallels to 
eight other former towns in 
the U.S. that were run solely 
by blacks in the 1800s, includ-
ing Eatonville, home to the 
late famous Harlem Renais-
sance writer Zora Neale 
Hurston. 
Angola, another black-
founded town on the south-
west coast is composed of 
formerly enslaved Africans 
PLEASE SEE PROFESSOR ON A6 
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COURTESY CARRIE PRATT / ST. PETERSBURG TIMES 
Crime tape adorns the Bloomingdale Regional Library in Valrico last April after a teenage 
woman was beaten and raped when trying to return books at the after-hours drop box. 
Cracking bricks 
shut down Union 
Cause unknown, tunnel being set up 
LEA ANNE CRITTENDEN 
Contributing Writer 
The main entrance to the 
Student Union was closed 
Tuesday around 11:30 a.m. due 
to bricks separating from the 
building on the west wall above 
the window. 
Rick Falco, assistant director 
of maintenance and operations 
at the Student Union, said that 
· maintenance first noticed the 
problem right after Tropical 
Storm Fay, while inspecting the 
roof for damage. 
This problem was not due to 
LEA ANNE CRITTENDEN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The main entrance to the Student Union 
closed yesterday due to cracked bricks. 
the storm, Falco said, but he installed in the area so that the 
said the.reason behind the leak- students can walk safely in and 
ing roof, which was found dur- out of the Student Union. 
ing inspection, might be due to They hope to get the awning· 
the cracking of the bricks, and up by Saturday, and usable for 
not the storm itsel£ students Monday morning.1 
On Thursday, an engineer Falco and Student Union 
came to take a loo,k at the e~ployee Rob Garay believe 
cracks, and recommended that a cement job from 11 years 
shutting the entrance down ago is part of the current prob-
until further notice. The prob- lem Falco is unsure of how fast 
lem inconvenienced many of the brick separation' may have 
' the students that need to pass happened, and said it has taken 
through the Student Union. place over time. 
Right now, Falco and others The tests that engineers will 
are in the process of getting a perform to find out the prob-
construction awning similar to -
ones found in New York City PLEASE SEE CLOSING ON A6 
Senate elections 
to start Monday 
JEFFREY RILEY & SHAUN BEVAN 
Online News Editor & Staff Writer 
Much like the national polit-
ical arena. UCF is on the cusp 
of going through an election 
season. 
The Student Government 
Association Senate elections 
will take place from Sept. 29 
until Oct. L Polls will be open 
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on those 
days, with voting taking place 
online through the my.ucfedu 
system. 
T4e SGA Elections Com-
mission, which oversees and 
regulates elections within 
SGA, is hoping to see even 
more participation by students 
this year. "This year as Elec-
tions Commissioners we are 
hoping to see an increase in the 
quantity of quality voters," said 
Supervisor .of Elections Sean 
Hughes in an e-mail 
Despite the actual voting 
being almost a week away, 
there already has been contro-
versy. 
On Tuesday, the commis-
sion held a hearing about Sena-
tor Stephen Mortellaro, Col-
lege of Sciences Seat L 
For a complete list of 
Senate hopefuls go to 
www.UCFNews.com 
D 
Mortellaro was accused by 
Pro Tempore Justin Klein of 
violating two elections regula-
tions. The first was condoning 
the destruction of campaign 
material, which in this case was 
defined as electronic materials. 
The second was attempting a 
bribe. 
The situation that led to the 
hearing began on Facebook 
Klein was informed through 
a Facebook message by Ben 
King that Mortellaro was send-
ing King information about the 
ticket that Klein was forming, 
including platform ideas and 
meeting times. King, who is 
running for a senate seat, is also 
forming his own ticket · 
Tickets are unofficial blocs 
of like-minded candidates who 
run and campaign together. 
''When· I get e-mail from 
someone saying that someone 
has violated the elections com-
PLEASE SEE FEWER ON A6 
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AROUND 
CAMPUS 
News and notices for 
the UCF community 
Grad school workshop today 
Learn the practices and ' 
skills used by students who are 
accepted into highly competi-
tive graduate or professional 
programs today at Ferrell 
Commons Career Services 
Room 185-C from U a.m. to 
noon. 
This workshop will assist 
students with applications, 
entrance ~xams, personal · 
statements, letters of recom-
mendations and graduate 
interviews. 
For more information con-
tact Career Services at 407-
823-2361 or e-mail 
career@mail.ucf.edu. 
SGA Senate meet-and-greet today 
Come out and have a 
chance to me~t future Student 
Government Association Sen-
ators today in the Student 
Union Rooin 316 CD from 2 
p.m. to 3 p.m. so you can make 
an informed decision in the 
upcoming SGA Senate Elec-
tions. 
For more information con-
tact Sean Hughes at 407-823-
3997 or e-mail 
sga_ec@mail.ucf.edu. 
Resource Rumble starts tomorrow 
More than 15 .campus 
resources will be present at the 
Roommate Rumble Resource 
Fair tomorrow from 12 p.m. to 
2 p.m. in the Pegasus Ballroom 
at the Student Union. 
The fair will have resource 
you need for college living. 
First year students can earn 
1000 Link Loot points. Every-
one gets free food and a good · 
time connecting to UCF. 
For more information con-
tact Jimmy Moore at 407-823-
4475 or e-mail 
jsmoore@mail.ucf.edu. 
LOCAL 
&STATE 
Keep local with headlines 
you may have missed 
Boston mobster says FBI a.9ent's · 
call led to death of executive 
MIAMI -A phone call from · 
an FBI agent set in motion the 
1982 murder of a ~bling exec-
utive, a former Boston mobster 
testified Tuesday. 
Stephen "The Rifleman" -
Flemmi, testifying at the murder 
trial of FBI agent John Connolly, 
~aid plans for the murder of for-
mer . World Jai-Alai president 
John Callahan began after the 
mob got a~ from Connolly. 
Agents wanted to question 
Callahan about another murder 
orchestrated by the mob and 
believed he would cooperate, 
Flemmi said he was told. 
Boston's Wmter Hill · Gang 
believed Callahan needed to be 
killed to ensure his silence, Flem-
mi said· 
Connolly, 68, is accused of 
helping orchestrate Callahan's 
death. He is already serving a 10-
year federal prison sentence on 
racketeering and other charges 
but faces life in prison if convict-
ed in the current case. 
During cross-examination 
later Tuesday Connelly's attor-
ney Manuel Casabielle argued 
that Flemmi had lied in the past 
under oath and was mad at his 
client. 
''That was then, it's different 
now," Flemmi said when asked 
'about his past misstatements. 
''Now I'm cooperating with the 
government. I'm telling the 
truth." 
Flemmi blamed Connolly for 
past lies. 
"I expected the FBI to come 
to my defense and support me, 
and John Connolly assured me 
that that would happen. That's 
the reason why I wasn't candid," 
Flemmi said during questioning 
that was at times contentious. 
''You have a habit of taking 
things out of context," Flemmi 
told Casabielle at one point. 
The trial is expected to last 
two months., 
PLEASE SEE LOCAL ON A4 
CORRECTION 
In the Sept. 22 issue, the arti-
cle titled, ''.Author talks Tupper-
ware," the sub-headline incor-
rectly referred to WESH News 
journalist Bob Kealing's book as a 
novel 
The book is not a novel 
because it is not a work of fiction. 
The book is a non-fiction, histor-
ical work ~ 
UCF Conservatory Theatre prepares for fall 
SEBASTIAN CHURCH 
Contributing Writer 
Overlooked and underestimated, a prime jewel of the UCF 
community operates quietly in Research Park Offering graduate 
and undergraduate degrees, the dynamic quality of the UCF 
Conservatory Theatre will be apparent through its line-up of 
shows this year. 
Opening the semester with Leading Ladies, one of their 
summer shows, the Department of Thea'tre offers a comic and 
light conrrast to their last season. The pieces put on the previous 
season included Machin.al, about the fir$t woman to be elecrrocuted 
in the United States, and Parade, a musical about raci$m and bigotry 
that ends with the hanging of the hero. 
Coordinator of Graduate Acting Kate Ingram said.that some stu-
dents and audience members thought that last season's shows 
were too dark 
"I don't think you can have an academic thearre that does not 
reflect the times we live in," Ingram said. "[Academic theatre] 
must include darker themes as well as comedy." 
There . are a score of elements that contribute to. the process of 
selecting plays, including genre variation, diversity of setting and cul-
ture,· technical designer input, ·student input and a rotation within the 
faculty that assigns them the opportunity to direct. 
But the most important criterium 
of play selection is choosing plays 
that reflect modern social issues. 
With the lime-light concentrated 6n 
such a diversity of elements, the The-
atre Department proves consider-
ably dynamic. 
"We try to be topical. We can't 
just entertain," said Ingram. 
As such, each of the plays this sea-
son pertains to certain societal 
issues. 
For example, the fall's first piece, 
Jake's Women by Neil Simon, alludes 
to modem relationships and the psy-
chological burden of.love as protago-
nist Jake receives flashback-visits 
from the women of his past and pres-
ent. · 
With partnerships including Walt 
Disney World, the Orlando Shake-
speare The,ater and the Orlando 
Repertory Theater, UCF's Conserva-
tory Theatre is built upon the stu-
d'ents they train. · 
The casting process for the fall · 
season proved challenging for faeul-
ty, casting from a pool of over 150 stu-
dents who auditioned this summer. 
SARAH ROGERS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Trent Fuccis and Brittany Cooper-Robinson perfonn at a dress rehearsal of Jake's Women at the Black Box 
Theatre on campus. The play opens Thursday at 8 p.m. lt r.uns from September 25-28 and October 2-5. 
Undergraduate and graduate per-
former~ are pooled together when 
auditioning for roles, which proves 
to be both fair for the students while 
increasing the level of competition. 
'We don't bend over backward to 
cast graduate students;' Ingram said 
"They have to earn their role." 
Because the competition is tough, 
the department tries to provide as 
many students with as many oppor-
tunities ~ possible by avoiding dou-
ble-casting; however, this further 
complicates the selection process 
because a performer may be desired 
for several productions. 
Decisions are made based-on the 
educational value of the casting, as 
well as suitability, according· to 
Ingram. The casting process ends up 
being comparable to the way players 
are drafted in professional sports. 
In terms of the department's rules 
for rehearsals and plays, they model 
their rehearsal and pre-production 
process on the same standards that 
professional stage unions and the-
atres employ. 
Considering the requirements for 
UCF faculty, "These same guidelines 
influence the fact that, for a faculty 
director or designer, our UCF pro-
ductions are valued as examples of 
our active, professional standing as 
creative artists,'' Ingram said 
'We're trying to maintain a pro-
fessional profile as well as an aca-
demic profile," Ingram said. 'We're 
not singular artists: That's the tricky 
part." 
For the standards they uphold, the 
department feels it is lacking the 
proper professional space. 
With most classes in the Universi-
ty Tech Center on the comer of Libra 
Drive and Research Parkway, and 
their main stage being converted lec-
ture halls, the Theatre Department is 
thirsting for a proper stage they can 
call home. 
The Conservatory Theatre may 
well get their chance to shine in their 
own . building, grounded near the 
center ofUCF's main campus. 
According to the Conservatory 
Theatre's Web site, architectural 
firm Duda/Paine has designed plans 
for the UCF Performing Arts Com-
plex. To be located near the existing 
Visual Arts Building, the complex 
will house the, Theatre and Music 
programs and provide them with 
theatres, performing and rehearsing 
spaces, and faculty offices. 
"I can't wait," Ingram said "That 
bllilding will be a godsend" 
It will take a few years before the 
new Performing Arts Complex hous-
es its first audience, but it's a gift that 
the theatre and music programs 
could not be more appreciative of in 
a state of budget pinching that, more 
often than not, pinches the arts. 
LOCAL WEATHER 
Today 
PARTLY 
CLOUDY 
TODAY IN DETAIL 
High:84° 
Low:68° 
• 
Today: A 20 percent chance of per-
cipitation with winds north-north-
east at 19 mph. 
Tonight: A 10 percent chance of rain 
and a maximum humidity of 73 per-
cent and wind at 16 mph .. 
• 
UCFCONSERVATORYTHEATRE 
2008~09 SEASON 
JAKE'S WOMEN 
Black Box: Sept.25-28, Oct.2-5 
WEST SIDE STORY 
Main St.age: Oct. 23-26, Oct. 3O-Nov. 2 
MARISOL 
Black Box:Nov.13-16,20-23 
SMOKEY JOE'S CAFE 
Main Stpge:Jan.22·25,Jan.29-Feb.1 1 
AN EVENING OFTHEATRE 
BY CHRISTOPHER DURANG 
February 19-22, February 26-March 1 
THELARK 
Main Stage:March 26-29,April 2-5 
SCULPTED BODIES 
The Rep: April 23~26 
,rs TODAY: AN EVENING 
OF JERRY HERMAN (DAYTONA) 
March20-22 
FALL ONE-ACT FESTIVAL 
Black Box: December 4-7 
SPRING ONE-ACT FESTIVAL 
Black Box:April 16-19 
Thursday 
SUNNY 
Friday 
PARTLY CLOUDY 
High:83° 
Low:65° 
High:86° 
Low:67° 
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The Future wants to hear 
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organization or event and want 
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KERRI ANNE RENZULLI 
Staff Writer 
The UCF Mu Psi chapter 
of Sigma Nu Fraternity, Inc. 
received one of the fraterni-
ty's top honors on July 11 in 
its first year of eligibility. 
At Sigma Nu's 63rd 
Grand Chapter convention, 
the Mu Psi chapter became 
recognized as a Rock Chap-
ter. Rock Chapters are chap-
ters recognized by Sigma 
Nu for setting a model for 
other chapters to follovy 
over an extended period of 
time. 
"When we won, it was a 
reaffirmation of a lot of the 
brothers' hard work This 
year we had a more con-
scious awareness of what 
needed to be done," T.J. Dil-
lon, lieutenant commander 
of the Mu Psi chapter, said. 
"We focused on headquar-
ter wants for the foundation 
of a Rock Chapter. Ifwe did-
n't get the reward, it was 
going to be hard to keep 
motivated, but this set a fire 
under our feet. We want to 
win it again." 
Of the fraternity's 180 
active chapters anti 
colonies, Mu Psi was one of 
only four chapters to receive 
the distinction this year. Mu · 
Psi, along with chapters 
from Case Western Reserve 
University, Minnesota State 
University and Butler Uni-
versity, received national 
recognition as 2008 Rock 
chapters and an engraved 
plaque centered by a piece 
of the rock upon which the 
Sigma Nu fraternity was 
founded at the Virginia Mil-
itary Institute. 
"The plaque has a piece 
of polished limestone from 
the rock upon which Sigma 
Nu was founded," Mu Psi 
chapter Commander Mar-
cus Baum said. "The award 
is actually a piece of junk for 
what it symbolizes, but the 
award doesn't really matter. 
What matters is that we 
were recognized . for our 
commitment to Sigma Nu's 
values and our strong stance 
against hazing." . 
As a Rock Chapter, Mu 
Psi had to attain excellence 
_in 11 overall areas of chapter 
operations, including 
recruitment, candidate edu-
cation, alumni, finances, 
chapter · home; social pro-
grams, scholarship, chapter 
organization, campus lead-
ership, interfraternal partici-
pation, and community serv-
ice. Unlike other collegiate 
awards, where qualifications 
must simply be met, the crite-
ria for the Rock Chapter award 
must be met and sustained for 
a period of three years. Mu Psi 
received official chapter status 
on November 12, 2005, making 
this the first year they could 
qualify for Rock Chapter. 
"There is an online criteria 
list a Rock Chapter should 
have, but the application is 
very vague," Baum said. ''You 
get to be creative with it. We 
sent in a 150-page document 
proving we met the criteria A 
lot of time went into that but, it 
was worth it All I really did 
was assemble the documents. 
It all goes back to the broth-
ers." 
.. The Grand Chapter con-
vention, held this year in 
Austin, Texas, not only recog-
nized Mu Psi, but also Baum. 
JOHANNA ST£WART / CEilTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Mu Psi Chapter of the Sigma Nu fraternity at UCF was named a 2008 Rock Chapter. 
Baum was selected as a 
Collegiate Grand Councilman. 
As one of four active student-
appointed members, he will 
serve as a voting student rep-
resentative on the fraternity's 
alumni-composed High Coun-
cil, a board of directors where 
he will aid in making policy 
decisions and guide the orga-
nization's future over a one-
year term. 
Mu Psi hopes their achieve-
ment will increase alumni 
involvement and recruitment. 
"[Becoming a Rock Chap-
ter] was a welcome surprise 
for active and alumni mem-
bers to get excited about and 
behind," Josh Wheeler, chap-
ter advisor and 2006 alumni, 
said."It increased alumni sup-
port. I've already gotten phone 
calls from alumni asking how 
they can get involved and 
help," 
"Later in the night, after 
[the Grand Chapter Conven-
tion] announced Rock Chap-
ters, they announced the 
councilmen and my brain 
stopped functioning. I was just 
waiting to wake up," Baum 
said. · 
• 
Love It! 
CEINIQUE 
GIANNI BINI 
DOUBLE BONUS 
Best of Clinique Beauty Bonus and 
certificate for 20% off one· regular-price 
item from the Gianni Bini Fall Collection. 
Free with any Clinique purchase 
· of $21.50 or more! 
While supplies last. 
GIANNI BINI 
"Neeley" knit dress. $128. 
Not at Fashion Square or Merritt Square. 
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FROM Al 
Authorities investigating 
deaths of attorney and wife 
NEW SMYRNA BEACH 
- Authorities are investigat-
ing the deaths of a Florida 
Department of Law Enforce-
ment attorney and his wife. 
The bodies of 58-year-old 
Steven Brady and 56-year-old 
Pamela Brady wete discov-
ered Monday morning. How 
the pair died could be 
revealed during an autopsy 
that is scheduled today. 
The Daytona Beach News 
Journal reported that Steven 
Brady was under investigation 
by the FDLE for more than a 
month for what an official 
there called "a violation of 
policy and procedure.'' 
The newspaper cited court 
records that revealed a Port 
Orange man filed an injunc-
tion for protection against 
Brady. ' 
casino revenue growing, but 
lottery revenue remains same 
TAMPA - Revenue at 
Florida's casino and poke:r 
tables is growing, but lottery 
revenue is flat and race and . 
sports wagering are declin-
ing, according to the publish-
er of an annual gaming 
almanac. 
The 2008 North American 
Gaming.Almanac ranks Flori-
da sixth natiQnwide in gam-
ing-industry revenue, with 
$3.7 eillion in 2007. That's a 5.4 
percent increase from 2006. 
According to the report 
released today, gaming rev-
enue at Flqrida tribal facilities 
increased 2.3 percent from 
2006 to 2007, to $1.6 billion. 
The report also said casino 
and card game revenue rose 
to $274 million. 
But the stakes weren't as 
high for other kinds of gam:-
bling. Racing at horse and dog 
tracks and other sports 
wagering declined 43 percent, 
to $159 million. 
- - ASSOCIATED PRESS 
HIGHER 
EDUCATION 
What's in the news at 
colleges around the c;ountry 
NCAA upholds sanctions against . 
. Arkansas track and field program 
FAYETTEVILLE,Ark. -
The NCAA upheld · sanc-
tions against Arkansas' track 
and field program, although 
the school still hopes to keep 
two national · titles in ques-
tion. 
Arkansas said it will ask 
an NCAA committee han- · 
dling track and field scoring 
to clarify how many points 
the Razorbacks must vacate 
from the 2004 and 2005 
men's outdoor national 
championships. 
The Razorbacks won the 
title both years. 
Arkansas was penalized 
for violations involving 
sprint star Tyson Gay and a 
former assistant coach. 
The NCAA handed down 
its decision last October, tak-
ing away . the two national 
titles and giving the school 
three years' probation. 
The school appealed, 
calling the penalties exces-
sive. , 
On Tuesday, the NCAA 
said it had denied Arkansas' 
attempt to change the start 
date of its probationary peri-
od - and that meet results 
from when Gay competed 
should still be vacated. 
In its appeal, the school 
argued that deducting Gay's 
individual points might not 
necessarily cost Arkansas its 
championships from 2004 
and 2005. 
The Razorbacks won the 
outdoor title by 16.5 points in 
2004 and 11 points in 2005. 
The school contended 
that Gay's individual point 
totals for the meets could be 
as low as 16 points for '04 
and 8.5 for '05, depending on 
how individual points are 
awarded among athletes on 
a relay team. 
Arkansas said Tuesday it 
was told to consult another 
NCAA committee for clarifi-
cation on that issue. 
Arkansas has won 40 
national championships in 
track and field and cross 
country, not including the 
two in question. 
- ASSOCIATED PlgSS 
NATION & WORID 
Keep current with headlines from around the globe_ 
MA-
VEU-MATTI PARKKINEN / ASSOOATED PRESS 
Police g_uard the Kauhajoki vocational high school in Kauhajoki, Finland, Tuesday after 
a gunman killed 10 people and then himself. The gunman was identified as a student 
Finnish student attacks school, 
killing 10 and then self 
KAUHAJOKI, Finland -
A masked gunman whose 
violent YouTube postings 
prompted police to question 
him just a day earlier opened 
fire Tuesday at his trade 
school in western Finland, 
killing 10 people and burning 
some of their bodies before 
shooting himself in the head 
Witnesses said panic 
broke out as the gunman, 
dressed in black and carrying 
a large bag, entered the 
school in Kauhajoki and start-
ed firing in a classroom 
where students were taking 
an exam. The shootings 
began just before 11 a.m. local 
time, as about 150 students 
were at the Kauhajoki School 
of Hospitality, 180 miles 
northwest of Helsinki. 
"I heard several dozen 
rounds of shots, in other 
words it was an automatic 
pistol," school janitor Jukka 
Forsberg told Finnish broad-
. caster YLE. "I saw some 
female students who were 
wailing and moaning and one 
managed to escape out the 
back door." 
On Monday, police ques-
tioned ,the gunman about 
YouTube postings in which 
he is seen firing a handgun, 
but he was released because 
there was no legal reason to 
hold him, Interior Minister 
Anne Holmlund said 
Another roadside bomb 
struck at 11:30 a.m. near an 
Iraqi army patrol on Nidhal 
Street in central Baghdad,, 
killing one civilian and 
wounding three others, 
according to police and hos-
pital officials, speaking on 
condition . of anonymity 
because they weren't author-
ized to release the informa-
tion. 
Maj. Mark Cheadle, a 
spokesman for U.S. forces in 
Baghdad, saic;l it appeared 
that Shiite extremists were to 
blame for the roadside bomb-
il!g. 
Violence has dropped dra-
matia!lly in Iraq, especially in 
Baghdad, but the U.S. military 
·has warned that Sunni and 
Shiite extremists .maintain 
the ability to qrrry out deadly 
attacks. 
Bush tells world leaders he is 
acting decisively to end crisis 
UNITED NATIONS , -
President Bush tried to assure 
world leaders on Tuesday 
that he is acting decisively 
and quickly to contain a U.S. 
financial crisis that is going 
global 
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"The detective who han-
dled the case ' did not think 
that the circumstances were 
such that they required a con-
fiscation of the weapon or a 
withdrawal of the license," 
Holmlund told reporters. 
"I know that many of you 
here are watching how· the 
United States government 
will address the problems in 
our financial system," he said 
in.a speech ~o the annual UN. 
General Assembly. ''In recent 
weeks we have takep, bold 
steps to prevent a severe dis-
ruption of . 'the American 
economy, wfri.ch we,uld have ,~- -----~------~~------~----~ 
Police spokesman Jari 
Neulaniemi said the attacker 
walked into the school armed 
with a .22-caliber pistol and 
explosive devices that were 
used to start a fire. He killed 
10 people, burning some of 
them beyond recognition; 
Neulaniemi said The big bag 
apparently contained the· 
explosives. · . 
It was Finland's second 
school massacre in less than a 
year and the two attacks had 
eerie similarities. Both gun-
men1 posted violent clips on 
YouTube prior to the mas-
sacres, both were fascinated 
by the, 1999 Columbine 
school shootings in Colorado, 
both attacked their own 
schools and both died after 
shooting themselves in the 
head 
The gunman was taken to 
a hospital in Tampere, about 
two hours away, along with a 
female victim he had shot in 
the head. The gunman later 
died, according to hospital's 
medical director. 
The female'victim's condi-
tion was not immediately 
clear. Police said two people 
were wounded, in addition to 
the 10 victims· and dead 
shooter. 
Finnish media identified 
the gunman as Matti Juhani 
Saari, a 22-year-old student at 
the school 
Two bombs targeting security 
kill civilian, wound &even 
BAGHDAD Two 
bombs apparently targeting 
Iraqi security forces struck 
different areas in Baghdad on 
Tuesday, killing at least one 
ciyilian and wounding seven 
others, Iraqi officials said 
The first explosion 
occurred just before 9 a.m. in. 
northern Baghdad as a police 
patrol passed through the 
Sulaikh area, but it missed its 
target and hit a civilian car 
instead, wounding four peo-
ple, police said 
The U.S. military said the · 
. blast was caused by a pipe 
bomb and three children 
were wounded, two seriously. 
The attack was reported by 
the U.S.-allied Sunni group in 
the area. it said 
a devastating effect on other 
economies around the 
world.'' 
The mention of the eco-
nomic turmoil came near the 
end of a 20-minute speech 
before a roo:inful of leaders 
from around the globe. 
He said that his adminis-
tration is working with Con-
gress to come to fast agree- . 
ment on a $700 billion bailout 
bill, in addition to other 
recent actions it lias t:tlceri 
that he called "bold steps" 
aimed at stabilizing Illal'kets 
. and keeping credit flowing. 
The president told them he is 
. confident that the U.S. will 
act "in the urgent timeframe 
required" to prevent broader 
problems. 
Bush did not ask for any 
action by other countries. 
The rescue plan proposed 
by the Bush administration 
and before Congress for. 
approval would allow the U.S. 
government to buy bad mort-
gages and other troubled 
assets from financial institu-
tions, in the hopes of easing 
the choking credit crunch 
that has thundered from Wall 
Street to Main Street and 
across the world 
Tainted milk causes kidney 
stones in two more children 
HONG KONG-The 
Hong Kong government said 
melamine has been detected 
in a locally sold cake and 
two more children there 
have been diagnosed with 
kidney stones after drinking 
tainted milk. 
Tainted baby formula has 
sickened nearly 53,000 Chi-
nese infants and has already 
cost the head of the country's 
food safety watchdog his job. 
Four deaths are blamed pn 
contaminated milk powdex: 
A total of four Hong Kong 
children have now been diag-
. nosed with kidney stones. 
The Hong Kong govern-
ment said Tuesday the indus- I 
trial chemical was found in ' 
the Four Seas brand of straw- j 
berry flavored cake. Four 
Seas is a Hong Kong compa- I 
ny. I 
Tests in Hong Kong and 
SingapQre also found I 
melamine in Chinese-made 
White Rabbit candies. 
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JONATHAN HOHENSEE 
Staff Writer 
On Saturday, the third 
floor of the Health and Public 
Affairs Building became a 
courtroom for a defamation 
suit. 
Celebrity Drew Walton 
sued Blitz News Network for 
airing a report that implied 
Walton was involved in a 
shooting that was ultimately 
ruled a suicide. 
During the trial, while the 
attorneys for the defendant 
cross-examined the Aus-
tralian-accented reporter for 
the Blitz News Network, 
bystander Christopher 
Bodenhamer began waving 
his hands at the plaintiffs to 
object, but Cassandra Branch, 
team captain for UCF debate 
team 870, held her hands 
down. 
LIANA COLE / CENTRAL F!DRIDA FUTURE 
Adam Davis presents the dosing argument for the prosecution on Friday as he tries out for 
the UCF Mode Trial team. Tryouts were held in HPA, and more than 15 students auditioned. 
The attorney for the plain-
tiff noticed the signals too late 
and rose to yell objection, but 
realized he missed his 
moment and sat back down. . 
The trial was a scrimmage 
for the University of Central 
Florida's three mock trail 
teams. The teams meet every 
Sunday to practice before 
competing with other univer-
sities as a part of The Ameri-
can College Mock Trail Asso-
ciation. 
"[Mock trail] is a competi-
tive team," Brenna Egan, cap-
tain for team 868, said, "and 
we basically get a hypotheti-
cal fact pattern and we com-
pete at other schools and we 
actually put on a full-length 
trail. 
'We play the parts of attor-
neys, witnesses, we come up 
with theories and vet every-
thing." Egan, who played a 
witness in the scrimmage, 
said. Egan has done mock 
trial at UCF for three years, 
but started in high school. In 
this scrimmage, she por-
trayed a reporter for the fie-
tional cable station Blitz 
News Network. 
'We would like to think we 
know everything about the 
case," Andrew Doyle, captain 
of team 869, said, "but we 
always find new things later 
on in the season. 
'We have one case packet 
comes out every year, and it 
actually changes throughout 
the year, sometimes they'll 
add witnesses, add bits of 
information, take out certain 
things, things that change the 
case, causing us to have to go 
back and rethink the case 
from the start" 
"They'll 
changes," 
issue 
Branch 
case 
said, • 
Latin Festival underway 
MIKE STRACHWSKY 
Contributing Writer 
UCF is now hosting the 
fourth annual Latin Ameri-
can Cultural Festival, running 
through October 19. The festi-
val is. a campus tradition for 
celebrating Hispanic Her-
itage Month. 
This year, the community 
will be honoring the famous 
guitar maker Don Manuel 
Velasquez. 
Velasquez is from Puerto 
Rico, and has been making 
guitars since he was 12 years 
old He continues to do so in 
Wmter Springs at the age of 
92. He has been honored by 
the Puerto Rican government 
as a national treasure. A musi-
cal tribute to him will be 
played Sunday at 4 p.m. at the 
Rehersal Hall. 
The festival will also fea-
ture a celebration of music, 
film,, studies, tradition and 
culture on the UCF Gampus 
:µid around the supporting 
c01;nmunity. 
For a list of the events, go to 
http://www.cah.uc£edu/lacfo/. 
Events will benefit family 
FROM A1 
are also struggling to pay 
their medical bills. 
The rehabilitation: 
center costs $30,000 a 
month for the stay. Her 
family's Me<;iicaid has 
expired, and they are thus 
struggling from the costs 
of the medical bills. 
"Reading this article 
on an online newspaper 
was heartbreaking, but it 
seemed so distant," said 
Cuong Le, the philanthro-
py chair of Pi Delta Psi. 
"Tampa seemed so far 
awav until a close friend 
of mine actually knew the 
family and started a bank 
account just for the vic-
tim.'' 
Le has worked with Pi 
Delta Psi to organize 
groups to help with the 
family's bills. 
"We contacted all the 
Asian American Student 
Organizations at UCF and 
developed a schedule that 
let us all go out and table 
outside the Student 
Union in order to raise 
money," Le said. 
"We and Delta Phi 
Lambda Sorority Incor-
porated also informed the 
Diversified Greek Coun-
cil and the Multicultural 
Student Center about our 
cause and started to 
receive donations from 
many other various 
groups," Le said. 
Together with stu-
dents from CSF and UF, 
the organizations have 
planned fundraising 
drives and two events to 
benefit the family . 
For the past several 
weeks, Pi Delta Psi Frater-
nity Inc., Delta Phi Lamb-
da Sorority Inc., the Viet-
namese American 
Student Association, and 
others, have been outside 
of the Student Union to 
raise money for the girl's 
family. . 
So far, they have raised 
more than $350 in dona-
tions. 
·~AC wanted to bring 
awareness about the 
prevalence of rape and 
also help raise money for 
this family in Tampa 
whose debt is around 
$30,000 due to hospital 
bills incurred from this 
incident," said Judy Liu, 
executive vice president 
of the Asian Pacific 
American Coalition at UCF. 
"We have many friends in 
USF who are trying to 
fundraise for the family, and 
we felt that if we can donate 
any amount of money it 
would help our friends in 
their work and help the rape 
victim." 
Friday night, Psi Delta Psi-
will host a party to benefit 
the Bloomingdale Library , 
Rape Victim Fund at the 11/12 
Lounge in Winter Park. . 
There will be a $10 cover 
cha,rge and a portion of the 
proceeds will go to the vic-
tim's family. 
Saturday, the groups will 
. host the "Fashion for Com-
passion" fashion show at the 
Convention Center of 
Tampa. 
Tickets are $20 and 
include the fashion show, 
food and beverage, as well as 
------------------!..,._.. 
an after party with entertain-
ment and dancing. 
All proceeds go directly to 
the family and students from 
the UCF and USF chapters of 
Pi Delta Psi will be there to 
help set up the event. 
To contribute to the vic-
·tim and her family, visit any 
SunTrust Bank and ask to 
deposit in the SunTrust Bank 
Bloomingdale Library Rape 
Assault Victim Fund. 
All proceeds go directly to 
the girl's family to help them 
pay the _medical bil.1:s. 
To get more information 
on upcoming events to sup-
port the victim's family, UCF 
groups will be tabling out-
side of the Student Union 
today from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 
p.m. 
Contact Cuong Le at 
cuongthietle@gmail.com 
with any questions. 
,. _________ _ 
"sometimes it's just typos in a 
case, but sometimes it will 
materially affect the case so 
that you just don't memorize 
what you do at the beginning 
of the year and just spew that 
out for the rest of the tourna-
ment." 
"We're all Type-A domi-
nate personalities," Egan said, 
"so sometimes that will come 
out when we get.a bit little too 
excited and we all want to be 
in there." 
"Sometimes people get a 
little bit overzealous during 
scrimmages," Branch said. 
'We encourage everybody 
who is watching the trial not 
to participate, that way the 
people who are actually par-
ti~ipating can learn for them-
selves, etc.'' 
''You're always thinking on 
your feet," Branch said. 
The mock trial's season 
starts in late August when the 
case is initially released. 
Throughout the year, UCF's 
three mock trail teams work 
on perfecting their trails until 
the Spring when the students 
compete in regional competi-
tion. 
UCF will host the third 
annual Southeastern Invita-
tional Competition on Octo-
ber 17-19. 
www. Centra/Floridafuture. com A5 
Want real world experience 
and real world compensation? 
The Northwestern Mutual Financial Network was named as having one of America's 
"Top 10 Internships" nine consecutive times since 1997 according tcrthe Princeton 
Review (ZOOS). As a financial representative intern, you'll have the opportunity to be in 
business for yourself-but not alone, Supported by our network oi specialists, training 
programs and mentoring opportunities, cur interns have access lo the resources, products 
~nd assistance they need to help their clients and build their practices. Offer yourself the 
opportunity <or real world business cspericnu, and r"al world wmpensation. 
www.intern hlp.nmfn.com 
Alanna F. Bu.ono 
Dirccror ofRtcruiring 
The Mder Agency 
2682 W. Fairbanks Avenue 
Wimer Park, FL 32789 
(407) 754-0507 
-alaana.buono@nmfn.com 
¥ Northwestern Mutual 
FINANCIAL NETWORK• 
111 QUt{'l ~ mpa r 
05-2196 Q2005 Nofll'H8Slem Mw.111. ~•n Mutual Flr'lenc:illl ~ k uw, rr~ '*"' IOI I.hit ... !ll'lll ~•Wu"\ •m ol lhe 
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Then you are SO Metavante! 
An exciting career with excellent growth potential may be right around the corner. Discover the 
possibilities with one of the hottest growing financial technology companies around - Metavante. 
Come see us on your campus next week or for more information and to apply go to www.metavante. 
jobs. Search careers by your school name for Leadership Program Associate (New College Graduate) 
or Internship in the following areas: 
IT Development 
Sales and Marketing 
Accounting and Finance 
Metavante is the industry leader in banking and payment technology and services. We offer much 
more than a job - we offer careers that challenge you, give you opportunities to grow and allow for 
an exceptional work/life balance. Leaqership Program Associates openings exist at our Milwaukee 
headquarters and across the U.S. This experiential program will serve as a bridge between your college 
experience and entry into the Metavante Culture and Business world. . 
We're coming to your campus. Please visit www.metavante.jobs under Campus, then Campus Events 
for the dates we will be on your campus. We look forward to meeting you! 
Discover what it means to be Metavante! 
Metavante· 
www. m etava nte .jobs 
Redefining Careers. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
• 
• 
• 
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Closing could last anywhere from a few days to months 
FROM Al 
lem are unknown at the time of 
printing, but Falco said part of 
the testing might "involve talc-
ing small sections of bricks 
apart to see what's behind the 
wall, and better determine what 
else needs to be done." 
The closure may be a prob-
lem for students for a while .. 
Falco estimated the project 
could take anywhere from a few 
days to a few months. 
CLAIMING TO BE TAMPA BAY'S 
PREMIER MBA PROGRAM 
IS ONE THING. 
EARNING IT IS· ANOTHER. 
U T IS ONE Of THE BEST PLACJ:S TO EARN YOUR MBA according to the Princeton Review, which named The 
University of Tampa's John H. Sykes College of Business as 
one of the "Best 290 Business Schools in the World" for the second straight 
year. The college is also accredited by the Association to Advance Collegiate 
Schools of Business (AACSB), the highest level of accreditation a business 
school can earn internationally. Admission to UT's MBA Program is the area's 
most selective too - so you'll be among the best of the best. When you're 
ready to start your degree, choose Tampa's Most Selective MBA. 
Reserve your seat at our next Info Session to learn about UT's graduate programs: 
MBA • MS in Accounting • MS in Finance • MS in Marketing 
SYMBOL OF EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE I 401 W. Kennedy Blvd. , Tampa, fl 33606-1490 
50 
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Game Day 
s~ols 
Maintenance needs to 
inspect everything to find out 
what caused the bricks to sepa-
rate, and how long it will talce to 
fix the problem. 
He said that, while it might 
frustrate students trying to 
Melinda Caron, MBA '07. 
Senior Auditor 
City of St. Petersburg. Fl 
TAMP A 
JOHN H. SYKES COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
enter the Student Union, ''the 
safety of the students comes 
first" 
All students received an e-
mail from the Campus Newslet-
ter shortly after the main 
entrance closed, informing 
them of the situation. 
Falco said they caught the 
problem before anyone got 
injured. 
On Tuesday, Student Union 
employees stood by the doors 
to ensure that all students 
stayed safely away. 
Falco said that the problem 
can be fixed with time. 
"[I hope] that the problem is 
in one isolated section of the 
brick work. and not the entire 
building," Falco-said 
Fewercandidates this year 
FROM A 1 
mission, I feel that it· is my 
duty as a student at UCF to 
report that to the commis-
sion," Klein said 
At the hearing, the commis-
sion voted 7--0 on both counts 
that the accusations were non-
violations; Mortellaro can con-
tinue his campaign. 
There are 52 seats in the 
Senate. The seats are divided 
by population to appropriately 
represent the student popula-
tion as a whole. There are 61 
candidates. 
No seat has more than two 
people running for it, which is 
a change from the 2007 elec-
tion, when some seats had as 
niany as five candidates all 
campaigning for the same seat 
The number of candidates 
running for Senate has 
dropped from last year. Start-
ing this year, before someone 
can officially be considered a 
candidate, they must attend an 
informational session. 
''There is no particular rea-
son why the number of people 
running is down," Hughes 
said 
For the first time this year, 
the UCF College of Medicine 
will have labeled representa-
tion within Senate; the seats 
were formerly labled for the 
Burnett College of Biomedical 
Sciences. 
There are a series of new 
rules in place for this year's 
. elections. Campaign materials 
no longer have to be individu-
ally approved by the commis-
sion. 
Signs also now come with a 
slew of new regulations. 
They can only be 4 square 
and cannot be staked into the 
ground unless tliey are a real-
estate style sign, and no signs 
may be placed withiu 100 feet 
of roadways. Each candidate is 
limited to no more than 50 
signs. 
The senate is the legislative 
branch of SGA that helps regu-
late and control the aspects of 
money disbursement to stu-
dents, allotting money to stu-
dent groups and organizations. 
Professor goes beyond books 
FROM A 1 tive connotations, White said, 
but this is something that can 
and Seminole Native Ameri- be fixed 
cans. These two groups were "No one ever says any-
considered most unpopular thing good about Parramore 
in the U.S. at the time, but or Pine Hills," White said. 
Angola thrived from 1812 to "But if you found artifacts 
1821. and history there, you'd start 
White also addressed a changing people's minds." 
popular misconception that The exciting part about 
the Underground Railroad stepping outside the library 
was used exclusively by and classroom to seek out 
slaves as a means of traveling · tangible pieces of history, 
north. explained White, is that it 
The secret passageway . allows him to "make history 
was als@ utilized to travel . alive so people can . touch, 
south to Florida, a source of learn and grow from it/' 
freedom for many blacks, as White cited the iconic 
. well as· a stopover to the safe MTV character Flavor Flav 
haven of the Bahamas. as an example. An array of 
The Orlando areas of Pine opinions exist about the for-
Hills and Parramore Avenue mer exuberant "Flavor of 
are often_ the brunt of nega- Love" television star, and a 
historian would combine all 
these to form a conclusion of 
Flav and of the community as 
a whole. 
"Nothing is subtracted," 
White said 
Interdisciplinary studies 
major Willie Williams 
enjoyed the presentation but 
was left wanting more. · 
"He's searching for lost 
African American towns, 
that's e:x;citing in itself, and it's 
proactive," Wtlliams said 
Jhanel 'Mendez, a hospital-
ity management major, 
enjoyed the intimate presen-
tation of about 30 attendees 
as well. 
"I had no idea there were 
that many all-black towns, or 
that anyone was excavating 
them," Mendez said 
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Knights finish in top 10 
at second fall tournament 
' DIANA ROJAS 
Contributing Writer 
The UCF Men's Golf team finished in ninth 
place at the Olympia Fields Illini Invitational on 
Sunday at Olympia Fields, Ill 
The Knights finished the tournament at 
38-over-par, two strokes ahead of 10th-
place Penn State and eight strokes 
ahead of third-ranked and defend-
ing national champion UCLA. 
UCF senior Greg Forest 
led the Knights by shooting a 
I-under 69 on Sunday to tie for 
11th. His three-day total was a 4-
over-par 214. 
Forest carded a 3-over 73 Saturday 
and was tied for 21st going into the final 
round Sunday. He shot an opening-round 
72 on Friday. 
Through two rounds, UCF was 16-over-par, 
which placed the Knights 11th place, just three 
strokes behind the 10th-place squad, No. 8th-
ranked Florida State. · 
After beginning Saturday tied for 41st, UCF 
redshirt freshmen Brad Schneider posted an eight-
over-par 78 on the final day. He ended up in a tie for 
45thplace. . 
Other competing UCF players included senior David Johnson 
and junior Simon Ward. They were tied for 541:4, place at 12-over-par 
entering Sunday. 
Playing in his first tournament with the Knights, Ward tied for 39th 
by carding a 2-over-par 72 Sunday to finish with a 14-over-par 224. 
Johnson and Blayne Barber tied for 51st place. Barber recorded al-
over- 71 on the final 18 while Johnson shot a 4-over-par 74. 
Johnson began the tourney on Friday with a 2-over-par 72, but then 
struggled on Saturday as he posted an 80. , 
UCF head coach Nick Clinard still said that he was pleased with the 
outcome of the tournament. 
"The team played better today and we will get better as the year 
goes on," he said in a press release. "Greg [Forest] played better this 
week and that is the way he should always play. Mentally, he was in the 
right spot and I am proud of him." 
The tournament was UCF's second event of the season. The 
Knights placed 14th at the Carpet Capital Collegiate on Sept. l4 in 
Rocky Face, Ga They shot a 25-over-par 889 for the tournament 
Florida State placed ninth. two strokes ahead of the Knights. Host 
Illinois, with a total score of 12-over-par 852, claimed the team title. 
Zach Barlow of Illinois and Alex Martin of Indiana shared top indi-
vidual honors as they each finished at I-under-par 209. 
Now that they are finished with their second tournament of the fall, 
the Knights will be heading to California on Oct. 13-14 for their next 
event, the Prestige at PGA West in Palm Springs, Calif. 
COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS 
UCF senior Greg Forest had the best finish of any Knight at the 
Olympia Fields Illini Invitational this past weekend. Forest 
finished in a tie for 11th place with a 4-over-par 214. 
Knights' defense not g expectations 
Two weeks of preparation, 
game-planning, and wound-lick-
ing for that? 
Surely, there was nothing the 
UCF Football team wanted more 
than to get back on the field 
against Boston College 14 days 
after its crushing loss to South 
Florida The Knights led 7-3 at 
halftime, but the second half was 
simply forgettable for UCF. 
People rant about redshirt 
freshman running back Ronnie 
Weaver's lasting inability to 
break long runs. They bicker 
over, now with true freshman 
Rob Calabrese getting some 
game experience, who should be 
the team's starting quarterback. 
But I am more concerned with 
the 34 up on the scoreboard than 
the seven. 
With players such as Weaver 
BRIAN MURPHY 
Sports Editor 
and Michael Greco, you have to 
realize that they were starting in 
just their third collegiate football 
game Saturday. But that was not 
the case for the Knights' defense. 
Unlike the offense, UCF's 
defense is loaded with players 
who have a knowledge of the 
team's system. Its secondary 
starts four seniors. They know 
COURTESY UCFSPORTS.COM 
UCF comerback Johnell Neal picks off a pass Saturday against Boston College. The Knights have 
recorded 8 turnovers this season, but they have allowed 65 points in their past 2 contests. 
what's supposed to be going on. 
They are one of the most experi-
enced groups in the nation. And 
then they give up 34 points and 
For UCF in the NFL, go to: 
www.UCFNews.com 
more than 400 yards to an Eagles 
team that gained 70 fewer yards 
against Kent State three weeks 
ago? Something isn't right here. 
Granted, the offense put the 
defense in some bad positions 
Saturday with all of their 
turnovers and mistakes, but to 
that, I present the same argu-
ment that teams say when they 
are accused of running up the 
score: No matter the situation, 
the defense's job is to stop the 
offense. If they can't, that's their 
own fault. 
For the past two games, the 
Knights have had a problem 
PL£ASE SEE SECOND ON A9 
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UCF senior Brock Sakey, and doubles partner Tarek Ben Soltane, reached the quarterfinals Monday of the Southern lntercollegiates. 
Tennis teams wrap up 
first tournament of fall 
BRIAN MURPHY 
Sports Editor 
The UCF Men's and 
Women's Tennis teams fin-
ished their first fall tourna-
ment this past weekend. 
The women competed in 
Gainesville at the Gator Fall 
Classic. The meri were in 
Athens, Ga, for the Southern 
Intercollegiates. . 
The star for the women's 
team was Andrea Yacaman. 
Playing in her first collegiate 
matches, Yacaman went 4-0 
in Gainesville, on her way to 
claiming the Flight B singles 
title. 
''.Andrea had a great 
weekend in singles," UCF 
head coach Stephanie Nick-
itas sad in a press release. 
"Obviously winning her 
first tournament is a great 
accomplishment. I'm really 
proud of her. She has great 
focus and determination in 
lier matches and that 
showed in her results." 
UCF's Jenny Frisell won 
a Flight A singles match 
Sunday, and Alexis 
Rodriguez and Isa Ohlinger 
also finished their first fall 
tournament of 2008 with 
victories. 
"Overall, I'm happy with 
the weekend," Nickitas• said. 
"I think that our players 
learned a lot from playing 
against a high level of com-
petition for 3 days in a row." 
The men played 4 days in 
a row as their tournament 
ended Monday. 
Two Knights were in 
action that day as freshman 
Joe Delinks and senior 
Brock Sakey competed in a 
semifinal doubles match. 
The Knights couldn't 
quite come through against 
North Carolina State's Frid-
eric Prandecki and Christ-
ian Welte, falling 8-5. 
Delinks and Sakey won 
five doubles matches during 
the weekend to advance to 
the semifinals. 
Senior Tarek Ben Soltane 
and freshman Eugene Dol-
govykh. Ben Soltane 
advanced to the quarterfi-
nals of the singles bracket, 
and the team of Ben Soltane 
and Dolgovykh lost in the 
roundof32. 
"This was a great open-
ing weekend for our team," 
UCF assistant coach Nick 
Zieziula said said in a press 
release: "In a strong field, 
we posted a quarterfinal fin-
ish in singles, a semifinal 
finish in doubles and made a 
lot of progress towards our 
individual goals." 
The event, which was 
hosted by the University of 
Georgia, featured 179 partic-
ipants from 32 schools from 
the Southeast. 
The next fall event for 
the men's team begins Fri-
day in Tampa, where the 
Knights will compete in the 
USF Invitational through 
Sunday. 
The women's team will 
get a bit of a break before its 
next fall meet. The Knights 
will participate in the C.L. 
Varner Memorial Invita-
tional from Oct. 10-12. The 
tournament will be hosted 
by Rollins College. 
Are you interested in an exciting career? 
•••••••••• 
Are you a current college 
Freshman or Sophomore? 
•••••••••• 
Do you know what you want 
to do after graduation? 
Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air 
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships. 
Incentives • Up to $15,000 tuition pe~ year 
include· .• $900 in textbooks reimbursement 
· • Monthly stipend ($300-$500) 
• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers, 
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors. 
For more information 
please call: 
( 407) 823-124 7 or 
visit airforce.ucf .edu 
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Second-half slumps 
have hanipered UCF 
FROM A7 
stopping anyone through the 
air, especially in the second 
half. South Florida quarter-
back Matt Grothe gained 231 
of his 346 passing yards after 
halftime against the Knights 
on Sept. 6. He was also able to 
hit his receivers behind 
UCF's secondary much more 
often in the second half: com-
pleting four passes of more 
than 20 yards in the final 35 
minutes. 
But that was Matt Grothe. 
He's the best quarterback the 
Knights will face all season. 
Boston College quarterback 
Chris Crane was starting just 
the fourth college game of his 
career. It's got to get better. 
Not so much. 
Again, the Knights were 
solid in the first half: holo.ing 
Crane to just 5-of-14 for 55 
yards and two interceptions, 
eventually leading to Crane's 
· benching in favor of fresh-
man Dominique Davis. 
Then something changed 
after halftime. Crane, who 
looked like he would be bet-
ter suited to hold a clipboard 
than a football in the first half 
for the Eagles, came out and 
started slinging it. 
"We were talking at half-
time, and I thought the 
coaches did a great job of. 
adjusting," Boston College 
head coach Jeff Jagodzinski 
said in a postgame press con-
ference. "(Offensive coordi-
nator) Steve Logan said ... we 
were just going to let it go. I 
said OK. so we just let Chris 
Crane go." 
As the Eagles let Crane off 
the leash, he completed 11 of 
his final 19 passes for 148 
yards. He threw for one 
touchdown and rushed for 
two more. 
And like USF, he was able 
to find receivers behind the 
Knights' secondary. When 
the score was still 10-7, Crane 
found Ifeanyi Momah on the 
first play of a third-quarter 
drive for 46 yards. Five plays 
later, Crane was in the end 
Zone. 
Three drives later, Crane 
hit Brandon Robinson down 
the right sideline on third and 
. 16. Robinson caught the ball 
between two UCF defenders, 
swerved around them and 
raced away to make the score 
24-7 with less than 12 minutes 
to play. 
"That's the second game 
in a row that we've given up 
big plays in the passing 
game." UCF head coach 
George O'Leary said. "That'll 
be addressed." 
It better be. 
With all the concerns that 
this team had about its offen-
sive skill players being too 
inexperienced or playing 
with some new faces on the 
offensive line, or finding a 
new place kicker, the defense 
was supposed to be the 
strong point. 
It would save the Knights 
and make their offensive defi-
ciencies seem relatively 
minor. We all expected that 
UCF may not score many 
points, but you won't need to 
score that much when your 
defense is holding opponents 
under 20. 
Well, UCF's offense isn't 
scoring much. That's held 
true so far. But the defense 
has allowed 65 points in its 
past two games. They _shut 
out South Carolina State to 
open the season, but always 
formidable Benedict College 
also dismantled the Bulldogs 
-42-3. 
Next up for the Knights is 
their conference play opener 
against UTEP this Saturday 
in El Paso, Texas. The Miners 
are extremely shorthanded, 
and they sustained injuries to 
four of their top offensive 
players, including quarter-
back Trevor Vittatoe. Defen-
sively, UTEP has allowed 
nearly 40 points per game, 
including 34 in a loss to New 
Mexico State on Saturday. 
So UCF's offense may 
have a very solid showing. 
And on defense, the Knights 
should take care of business if 
they play up to their presea-
son standards for a full 60 
minutes. 
We haven't seen much of 
that this season. 
COURTESY UCFSPORTS.COM 
Boston College quarterback Chris Crane was benched in the first half, then became a star in the second half against UCF on Saturday . 
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Help us put the w~rld into perspective 
DATE: October 1, 2008, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
PLACE: UCF Arena 
Visit www.NSA.gov/Careers for more iAformation. 
U.S. citizenship is required for all applicants. NSA is an equal opportunity 
employer and abides by applicable laws and regulations. 
Place Classifieds 
ONLINE 
in the 
(eutral '1oriba '1tture 
for as low as $5 an issue! 
www.KnightNewspapers.com/ classifieds · 
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UCF TEST PREP COURSES 
Smarter Test Prep. 
407 .882. TEST www.testprep.ucf.edu 
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. UCF EDUCATION BRINGING UCF TO YOU 
ON YOUR CELL>PHONE 
FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCFKNIGHTS You have successfully 
subscribed to UCF 
Text stop to end at 
any time. 
C!Ceutntl 3=loriba 3=uture 
How Do I Text 
UCFNEWS to 44636? 
I . Grab your cell phone. 
2. Select messages on your main menu 
3. Write a new text message, "UCFKNIGHTS" 
4. Send this message to 44636 (41NFO). 
5. Begin receiving UCF Knights Football Scores! 
Receive FREE, real-time scores and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFKNIGHTS, 
to 44636. For a list o~ other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go! 
*Carrier text messagin rates apply 
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OUR STANCE 
Ditch the distance; 
enjoy- college 
W e can all agree that col-lege is supposed to be a 
place that blossoms 
with opportunity. A place to lose 
the training wheels of your par-
ents' supervision. live according 
to you, do new things, go new 
pla_ces, explore, dream, discover, 
whatever. 
It's your life, and it's now cir 
never. You aren't going to live for-
ever. Right? 
Well here is our question for 
all of you: If so many of us so 
longingly dream of the college 
experience, why do we so often 
chain ourselves to the ever-emo-
tional tie of a long distance rela-
tionship? 
As freshmen pack dorms.'all 
around c~pus,.breathing their 
first breath of fresh freedom, it 
certainly is no rarity to see them 
quickly exhale'.and get on the 
phone to call their beloved, who's 
30 miles, 50 miles or possibly 
. thousands of miles away. "' 
There's just something about a 
high school sweetheart people 
can't leave behind How adorable. 
· Oh, but it's not just the fresh- · 
man. Sophomores, juniors, sen-
iors and super-seniors (those past 
their traditional four years here at 
U Can't Finish) may fmd them-
selves immersed in the grossly 
dramatic and confined sectors of 
a long-distance relationship. 
But what do we honestly see -
· _in these binding comrpitments? 
Surely you can't go out 
together, at least not often. You 
can't experience spending every 
night wrapped in each other's 
arms. 
You can't go to football games, 
or tb a bar, or join greek life, or 
eat in the union. or run around 
· campu,s like banshees together. 
You can hardly do anything 
together without some sort of 
time constraint. 
All you can do is chat online, 
talk on the phone and maybe get 
that chance to see each other on 
a monthly or weekly basis, 
depending on !}le distance. 
But is that really living? Are 
you really savoring every minute 
of your college experience, or are 
you letting someone put your life 
· on hold until the day you both · 
ride off into the sunset, happily 
ever after? 
Is talking on the phone and 
wishing you were with someone 
really the best way to live your 
college years? 
It seems to us that college is a 
time to become one with who we 
are, meet new people and learn 
to love. 
However, we certainly don't 
believe that it's a time to sit inside 
and wQrry about what your part-
ner might think if you go out and 
do something fun without them. 
Being in a long-distance rela-
tionship that urges you to stay in 
and stay stagnant is not only a 
. 
poor choice, but it's also 
unhealthy. 
Now don't get us wrong. If 
you've found Mr. or Miss 
Magnificent you should, by all 
means, embrace that connection 
and stay committed 
We'll agree that there is noth,-
ing more satisfying than falling in 
love with someone, or meeting 
the person of your dreams that 
lightens even the darkest hours, 
and there's no reason to ditch 
that just because of distance. 
However, if you find a rela-
tionship to be more of a sacrifice 
1:ruu\ a positive experience, we 
say it's time to chuck your 
Negative Nancy----: or Negative 
Nathan - and live a little. 
One thing we often forget as 
we complain about classes or 
clubs or close friends is that 
when your time at UCF is up, it's 
up. . 
Contrru:y to popular belief, 
you can't be a student forever, 
and the day will come where 
these years will be but a distant 
memory in the corridors of your 
mind 
For some of us they may be 
the best years we'll ever live, and 
for others these may be the years 
they long to forget. 
Regardless, college is an expe-
rience most of us only have once, 
and when you look baclc in years 
to come, what will your college 
days mean to you? 
Florida -can't· take 
ally ntore F:eeney 
P olitics often lead to the greatest sound-bites a 
blogger or a comedian' 
could ever hope for. 
Election season is particularly 
excellent fodder for entertain-
ment. President Bush, the leader 
of the free world, was caught 
muttering "Bushisms" like, "Too 
many good docs are getting out 
. of the business. Too many OB-
GYNs aren't able to practice 
their love with women all across 
this country." 
A more local politician 
recently said something that was 
particularly outrageous. 
However, earlier this summer, 
following the decision of the Cal-
ifornia Supreme Court to over-
. turn the gay marriage ban. Rep. 
Tom Feeney, R-F4,, who also 
happens to represent the UCF 
community, said, "The California 
Supreme Court effectively 
thwarted the will of the people 
by overturning a voter-approved 
gay marriage ban. rm appalled 
that unelected judges have irre-
sponsibly decided to legislate 
from the bench and overturn the 
will ofthe people. Florida's hard-
working families should know 
that J will continue to fight to 
prevent San Francisco taxes and 
values from infiltrating our com-
munity." 
Evidently, some Floridians 
regard San Francisco as if it were 
the Communist Red Scare all 
· over again. ~ccording to Feeney, 
we are supposed to fear and 
loathe San Franciscoans just 
because their values might be 
different from those of a few 
archaic fundamentalists here at 
home who believe that the world 
should never change. 
Feeney's reign of crassness 
needs to come to an end this 
year. 
He is one of the most 
staunchly conservative represen-
tatives in the House of Represen-
tatives and has impeded too 
many positive proposals to 
remain our representative. 
Feeney was famous for draft-
. ing the "principles card" -.- a 
checklist of conservative princi-
pals and values. 
Other Republican representa-
tives were supposed to consult 
the card (which later became 
known as the "conservative 
check card") when deciding on 
whether to support legislation. 
The problem with a cut and 
dry system like the principles 
card is that it imposes Feeney's 
own ideologies on every other 
politician who may not feel the 
same as he does about a certain 
proposal. 
Perhaps one ofFeeney's 
biggest political blunders is the 
free golf trip to Scotland that he 
took in 2003. 
Feeney initially said that the 
trip was paid for by the National 
Center for Public Policy 
. Research, bul: it was actually 
funded by lobbyist and now-
convicted criminal Jack 
-Abramoff. 
Once Feeney admitted that 
Abramoff paid for the trip, he 
denied that he had helped 
Abramoff or his clients in any 
way that would cause a conflict 
of interest. This was also false. 
Feeney sent a letter to the 
Department of Energy a few 
months before the trip that stat-
ed his opposition to a proposal 
that would increase Energy Star 
standards. 
One of AbramofPs clients was 
Atofma Chemicals, who sent a 
:,imilar letter to the department. 
Florida has long been a mod-
erately conservative state, but 
Feeney just stomps all over mod-
eration and impartiality. 
According to Govtraclc, a non-
partisan online group that tracks 
· the voting history of the House 
and Senate, there are only five 
politicians in Congress that vote 
further to the right than Feeney. 
Here are a few examples of 
Feeney's votes (all from 2008) 
that bring into question what is 
actually on his principh;s card: 
He voted against a bill that 
would strengthen enforcement 
against pay discrimination. 
He voted against the Family · 
Smoking Prevention and Tobac-
co Control Act, which toughens 
federal regulations of tobacco 
products. . 
He opposed a bill that would 
expand a 2003 AIDS initiative 
with added accountability provi-
sions.· 
He opposed the 2008 Foreclo-
sure Prevention Act, and he 
opposed a roadway bill that 
would strengthen infrastructure 
inspection standards. 
Democrats have balked at 
Republican -presidential nominee 
John McCain for months, saying 
that his administration would be 
more of the same. 
If yoµ're happy with the way 
the economy is going, satisfied 
with the state of the higher edu-
cation system and content with 
the faltering environment, then 
by all means vote for Feeney, 
because you are guaranteed to 
get more of the same. 
The congressional watchdog 
group Citizens for Responsibility 
and Ethics in Washington named 
Feeney one of the "20 Most Cor- -
rupt Members of Congress" in 
2006. We're not directly support-
ing any of the other candidates 
for District 24 simply because 
we haven't seen the promise of 
change that this area needs from 
any of them. 
One thing is for sure though 
- Central Florida can't with-
·stand another term of Tom 
Feeney. 
• 
The Future enco~rages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication, 
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online 
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Election· excitement 
not worth the time 
What has eight legs and is 
totally awesome? 
That's right, the 2008 presi-
dential election. 
to greet the Tampa Bay Rays 
after they win the World Series? 
Whoever gets elected will do 
it, and it doesn't matter who it is. 
I have two hangups that pre-
clude me from substantially car-
ing about what happens in 
November. 
For serious, though, these 
campaigns are just fantastic. 
Who can't get pumped up 
about some change in the 
White House? 
I know someone who can't: 
Me. 
One, John McCain is way too 
old to be president. Llke really 
PADRICK BREWER ,old Llke, UCF President John 
I am quite· tired of listening 
and watching people talk about 
Editor-In-Chief Hitt old In fact, he is probably 
way too old to be my grandfa-
ther. My one overriding fear, other than 
he can't figure out if he is a Pittsburgh 
Steelers fan or a Green Bay Packers fan, is 
that he will die in office. 
the import of this election, as if any of it 
even matters. 
· How can I feel that way, what with" all 
the fabulous storylines of this election? 
We may have a black man in office! 
We may have a woman in office! We get 
to have a white guy in office regardless! 
That's all fine and inte!t!sting for the 
month or two before the actual election. 
But when January rolls around, all that 
matters is that it is a different face doing 
the same job as the person before. 
This election is not more important 
than any other, which makes it just as 
unimportant as any other. 
I guess I may be lazy, or perhaps sim-
ply unpatriotic for not caring, but this -. 
whole notion of having my voice heard or 
making a difference is nonsense to me. 
I voted once. I woke up and went to 
the polling booth and everything. What 
resonates with me is that I went to sleep 
with the results still inconclusive, and 
then I woke up the next morning and 
George W. Bush was president, and my 
apartment building was on fire. 
We live in a country that cannot even 
pick a leader in one day. When, like, 100 
people actually vote, how can we still 
have such a convoluted system that it 
takes us deep into the night to pick our 
president? 
I understand that President Bush is not 
the most popular man with people my 
age, and that most people want change. 
But why bother voting? Change is coming, 
regardless of who is elected 
The new leadership """'.ill face a buncp 
of questions, but will either's answers be 
that much different in practice? 
Probably not. · 
Which candidate will better handle the 
ctirrent financial crisis? Who has the bet-
, ter plan for the war in Iraq? Who is going 
That would move Sarah Palin into 
office, giving us the sexiest president 
since Woodrow Wilson. I don't have any 
prqblems with Palin. but it is totally poor 
form to hitch yourself to a wagon whose 
driver is going to kick the bucket soon. 
I want my full money's worth from a 
political figure, and him dying just d~sn't · 
help me there. . 
Two, Barack Obama is just full of hot 
air. More hot air than something filled 
with hot air, like a balloon or something. 
When I listen to him talk, it reminds 
me of David Maus, just with more ~cite-
. ment. Yeah, it sounds pretty; but when it's 
over, rm left feeling confused and disori- . 
ented, and all I want is someone to give 
meahug. 
Congratulations on finding your buzz-
word, Obama, but speaking in circles 
doesn't make you sound smart, it just 
makes·me want to.get my Brandon Mar-
shall on and put my fJSt through a televi-
sion. 
I am not begrudging all the intelligent 
people out there who deeply care about 
the state of our government and its role in 
our lives. Go ahead and do great things 
for our country. . 
All I am saying is that, ultimately, it 
doesn't matter. I don't think it is fun or 
more than marginally interesting, so I am 
going to avoid it. 
So go ahead and spend your time 
watching the four debates, researching the 
candidates and campaigning YO\,ll" brains 
out. I will spend my election season par-
taking in the one American institution 
that actually matters. 
Playoff baseball. 
READER VIEWS 
Elitist stereotype is not 
good for America 
It is logical to select a leader with the 
ability to solve our countries greatest 
problems in a manner that befits such 
man or woman with intellectuaL social 
and moral prominence. 
I agree with the idea of not simply 
choosing someone whom "we can sit 
down and have a bud with" and using 
such a criteria as the base of determina-
tion, how.ever, many people have suc-
cumbed to such methods due to the fact 
that such qualities and assets within an 
individual that make him or her an elitist 
- such as intellectual capacity -
eventually allow that individual to develop 
connections that are somehow secured to 
monetary wealth, and henceforth power. 
I agree completely with the idea that 
America, particularly many of its media 
outlets, have corrupted many words, and 
made elitist a "label" as you have rightful-
ly stated, but can you blame them? It's a 
tradition of the American government, 
and almost any other government in the 
world to allow the wealthy and the pow-
erful to come to stance-what is different-
about America h'tlwever to a greater 
degree, is that the people are able to chal-
lenge such methods and in tum, have 
somewhat of a control over who and 
what gets elected 
The term elitist is a byproduct of such 
a method: the stereotype of the word elit-
ist is too strong to represent something 
positive: most congressman (or women) 
get elected due to their wealth, which was 
brought on by their influence, which was 
brought on by their intelligence, and 
henceforth. 
The problem is, the term elitist repre-
sents a minority in all societies: a minori-
ty, as the American stereotype serves it, 
that is elected onthe means of serving its 
people, only to suffice an end that would 
serve itself-as our experience with gov-
ernment has shown us-there have been 
few examples that show us that individu-
als with higher education serve primarily 
for the people, however, these examples 
, our severely outweighed by those who 
are in it for themselves more so, and 
therefore, the American people have 
developed such a stereotype into an elit-
ist, a stereotype that has slowly grinded 
away at the trust of those who elected it 
- and hence has lost their favor. 
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who wants to whisk you away 
this spring break? 
spring· break 
(D go to campus bookstore 
® rind mark display 
I 
• 
® get the secret ShopText 
code and text for a chance 
. ,.o win a spring break 
trip for two 
U IJ UCF Kt . UCF KNIGHTS 
-vs-
SOUTHERN METHODijT UNIVERSITY 
,now an campus at the 
. University of-Central Florida Bookstore 
Find official sweepstakes rules at me·etmark.com 
The Sweepstakes begins 12:01 AM Eastern lime ("ET") September 8, 2008 and ends 11:59 PM ET Octqf,er 31 , 2008 (the "Promotion Period"). Sweepstakes Is 
open to legal residents of ll)e fifty (50) United States and the District of Columbia who are 18 years of age or older, including authorized• Avon Representatives. 
Employees (and their immediate families (spouse, and parent, child and sibling and their respective spouses, regardless of where they reside) and household 
members, whether or not related) of Avon Products, Inc. {"Sponsor"), Barnes & Noble, and American Airlines and their respective parents, affiliates, subsidiaries, 
retailers, distributors, and advertising and promotion agencies are not efigible. The Sweepstakes is governed by U.S. law and is subject to all applicable federal, 
state and local laws and regulations. Void in Puerto Rico and wherever restricted or prohibited by law. 
Stop into the Waterford Lakes Verizon Wireless location from now through 
Th·ursday, October 2nd and register .to win 4 tickets to the UCF vs. SMU game 
at Bright House Networks Stadium. 
Ticket drawing will be held Thursday, October 2nd at 3:00 p.m. 
You do not need to be present to win. . . 
' I • • ',, I ' , ~j _.!, , ,, ': • a ;. f~~"t ,; '?~I 
Stop ·n and register at the following location: 
Ve izon w·re ess 
626 N. Alafaya Trail 
(in front of Sports Authority af the Waterford Towers Shopping Center) 
407-823-7751 
No purchase necessary. ffeed not be present to win. See store locat'!'n for complete contest rules and details. 
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD 
Online 24 hrs/day: 
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
By phone: 407-447-4555 
By fax: 407-447-4556 
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave, 
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817 
SUBMISSION DEADLINES 
Online, phone, fax, 
in person: 
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue 
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue 
· 5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue 
PAYMENT METHODS 
VISA, MC, AMEX, Dis-
cover, Cash, Check 
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p-.m. 
407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
100 
BARTENDERS WANTED. 
$300 a day potential. No Experience 
Necessary. Training Provided. 
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107. 
Data Entry/Work From Home 
$80 -$120+ Daily. Flexible PT hours. 
Training & software will be provided. 
Apply today: www.LcsData.com 
Need babysitter who knows how to 
work with a Mac computer. iMovie, 
iPhoto, create labels and Excel 
spreadsheets. Flexible hours: MWF 
$10/hr Winter Park Help with driving to 
activities and pick-up. 2 nice boys 8 & 
1,2. Need at least 2 Sat nights a month 
to babysit. Please call 407-310-6027 
Find high traffic locations to place free 
ATMs. Earn $200 per successful 
placement. 
Email info@atmorlando.com for details. 
NOW AVAILABLE! 2008 POST 
OFFICE JOBS. $18-$20/HR. NO 
EXPERIENCE, PAID TRAINING, FED 
BENEFITS, VACATIONS. CALL (800)-
910-9941 TODAY! REF #FL08. 
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. + 
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29, 
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0 
. Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com 
SALES REP NEEDED! 
Classified Sales Rep needed for 
Central Florida Future & Seminole 
Chronicle. Sales Experience 
Preferred, Flexible Schedule, Great 
Opportunity! Looking for hard 
working, reliable, eneq;~etic person to 
"SELL SELL SELL! Email resume and 
availability to: 
Trishal@Knightnewspapers.com 
Line Cook Wanted. 15 minutes from 
UCF Campus on SR434 & 
Tuskawilla Fld. Apply on line @ 
www.-
beefobradys.cQm & submit 
application to Winter Springs Beefs 
32708 zipcode. 
Looking for a tutor/mentor for high 
school junior boy. Organizational/study 
skills. Highly motivated positive, person. 
E-mail bobyb61 @yahoo.com ASAP 
Translators So4ght 
for English to Chinese, Arabic and 
Hindi. Excellent language skills 
required. For information contact 
bookofcontext@aol.com. 
Baby sitter needed for 3 yr old boy 
References required, must have car 
Education major / female preferred 
Call Karin: 407-271-4006 
The Gattierings 
Is now hiring Community Assistants 
Want free rent? Then stop by the office 
to apply today, or call 407-673-4401 . 
PIT receptionist in pet hospital 
Fri 7 :30-6, Sat 9-3 Costumer service/ 
Marketing a plus. Submit resume: fax/ 
Call 407-366-3426 www.drwoody.net 
Dance Teacher Needed 
to teach classes in Jazz, Hip Hop.Tap 
or Lyrical. Beg-advanced,children-
adult. Gymnastics coach also needed. 
Exp. and ref. required . Call 321 -383-
4075 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
POSITION: Sanford firm seeks college 
student for part-time administrative 
position. Typing with M icrosoft Word 
required. Flexible work schedule. Fax 
resume to 407-323-5423 . 
or em.ail gcraddodk@laniercpas.com 
J:1S1-1 • STtAKS • COCKTAILS 
THE M.ODERN 
AMERICAN SUPPER CLUB 
OPENING NOVEMBER 2008 
AT THE RIALTO 
NOW HIRING FOR: 
SERVERS, BARTENDERS, HOSTS, 
LINE COOKS, DISHWASHERS, 
SERVER ASSISTANTS 
APPLY IN PERSON: 
M-F l 0-6 & Sat 12-5 . 
Hiring Office@ The Rialto • 7339 West Sandlake Rd. 
O rkmdo, FL 32819 • Call 407.340.7398 
EOE WWW.CAMERONMITCHELL.COM 
DIGITAL SALES POSITION 
• OPEN! 
U.S .Community Publishing, a division 
of the Gannett Co., Inc. is seeking 
dig ital sales specialists with strong 
sales skills to be responsible for the 
sales of digital based advertising 
. solutions in a self-directed ·environment 
in Brevard County (Melbourne), FL. 
Great opportunity including guaranteed 
base. of 36K and generous bonus 
opportunity. Relocation is not offered 
for these positions. 
The digital sales positions will have a 
revenue target that builds each month 
and offers a percentage of what is 
generated. Primary responsibilities will 
be to focus on prospecting new . 
customers by making in-person calls to 
local businesses and selling online 
· · advertising packages. Must be 
comfortable in sales presentations and 
setting pricing and contractual 
arrangements. The successful 
candidate will also be expected to grow 
revenue of existing accounts by 
integrating digital media solutions into 
the client's advertising mix. Candidate 
will be.expected to research and 
understand advertisfng and digital 
media .industry trends to best assist 
clients in achieving their advertising 
objectives. 
Requirements 
· Sales experience and tiigh achievers 
in selfing Internet advertising and/or in 
the media industry are most desired. 
Strong creative conceptualization 
capabilities and interpersonal and 
organizational skills. 
· Demonstrated strong project 
management experience. 
Proven ability to manage multiple 
projects in a dynamic environment. 
·. Ability to work well with metrics, 
numbers and trends. 
Strong or&I, writing and editing skills 
with high attention to detail. 
Qualified candidates should send 
resume to jlusk@floridatoday.com." 
Equal Opportunity Employer. 
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.CO.M 
Paid Survey Takers Needed in 
Orlando. 1,00% FRE_E to join. 
Click on Surveys. 
r:riri, FOR RENT: 
~Homes · 
MUST SEE!!! 
2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in 
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout 
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit 
·$875/mo 407-416-8369 
Roomates needed: 2 females 
non-smokers; no pets · 
$450/mo incl: utilities and internet 
near Waterford lakes UCF, 417, 408 
OR whole house like new. 3/2, 2 car 
$1,500/mo with washer/dryer & furni-
ture 
Call Cristina: 407 -968-9439 
TOWNHOUSE FOFI RENT 
approx. 1 mile from UCF campus 
· 2bd/2ba w/loft, washer/dryer, patio. 
Available Now 
· Hurry, wont last!!! $675/mo. 
Call 954-648-6644 
The Crest at Waterford Lakes! 
Luxury Condo 2br/2ba, w/d, gym, pool 
Available ASAP, $550/roornmate + 1/2 
util. Call (407)-247-6423 
Quiet lakefront N/S one b/r apt in 
historic t?uilding. Serene, private setting 
Central air, freshly painted. Coin 
laundry. BBQ by lake all util + cable 
$750/mo N/P Call: 407-971-4052 
Pegasus Landing 4/4 Apt 
·available. Third floor apt. $515/month 
util, valet trash, int, cable, water incl. 
Male apt. Contact CJ (727)457 -911 O 
$540 All Inclusive 
Looking for roommate 
1 O mins from UCF in Oviedo 
407-977-0593 
TOMA1KE AYDIF°FERENCE 
in a young girl's life? 
BECOME A MENTOR AND HELP SHAPE THE 
MINDS OF OUR FUTURE LEADERS WITH 
THE GET REAL MENTORING PROGRAM! 
for tfWR"rnfom1i111on Cont a tr Cece Stott ul Grrl Scau~ ofrnrus (ou,rol 
40l.896.4475erJ.1111orncull'6cffnn ~ orq 
Located Near Campus 
--- ---407-679-1700 
www.workforstu~ents.com 
CLASSIFICATIONS RATES 
Rate Rate Rate B Ratec 
100 Help Wanted: General C 325 For Sale: Automotive B First issue: 
~ 
s9 SJ.3 SJ.9 125 Help Wanted: Part-T1111e C 350 For Sale: General A Eac;h addl issue: S6 s9 SJ.3 150 HelpWanted:Ful-Time C 375 for Sale: Pets A 
175 8luiness Opportunities B 400 Services B • Pricing includes' up to four lines, 35 characters per line 
200 for Rent Homes B 500 AnnourKements. A 
• Offering a successful average return of over 85% 
225 ForRent:Apanments B 600 Traver B 
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication 250 Roonwates A 700 Worship B 
275 Sublease A 800 Miscellaneous B placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs 
300 For Sale: Homes B 900 Wanted 
lmil ROOMMATES 
2 Rooms for Rent in 
House Near UC~ Looking for 
female roommates. $550 All Utll. 
Incl. Call Becca for more Info: 407-
782-4509 or beberwein@gmail.com 
AVALON PARK, 1 room w/private bath 
in a 4/3 house. $500/month all utilities 
included. Large common areas close 
to UCF and Waterford Lakes area. Call 
Alex 843-298-2074 
F roommate wanted for large 5/3. 
Waterford Lakes house, 3800 sq. ft. 
Gated community, granite countertops, 
tile floors, high speed wireless internet, 
cable TV, water & electric 
all included 550/mo. , 
Extremely clean and close to UCF. 
Call Cathryn 407-435-4491 
Room for rent @ Villas at. Waterford 
Lakes 2/2.5 2 story townhouse. 
$600/mo. Includes Util. Near UCF 
(407)620-3303 or 305: 613-2200 
· 1 Roommate Needed for 2 bdrm, 
private bath house. $300/mo. Utilities 
Incl. Fully furnished. WI private deck & 
comm. pool. Call Jodie 407-731-3766 
L~rge room for rent. 
$550. All util. incl. (cable, 15mbps, 
maid service) 2700 sq ft house. 
15x12rm. Month-month contract. 1 o 
min. to UCF. Contact 407-765-7674 or 
CJE711@yatioo.com 
Room for Rent 
$550. All util. incl. (cable, 15mbps, 
maid service) 2000 sq ft house. Walk 
in closets. Month-month contract. 5 
min. to UCF. Contact 407-765-7674 or 
CJE711@yahoo.com · 
Furnished room, private bath/entrance. 
Ali util. incl. $550/mo. plus sec;urity 
deposit. No Smoking or drinking.-
Female preferred. Call 407-733-2125 
r:T:T:, FOR SALE: 
~Homes 
2/2 House for Sale 1 mile from UCFI 
Off of Coral Reef Drive near Alafaya 
Trail. Tile throughou(, W/D, Central 
Heat and Air, Large Fenced in back 
yard, No HOA fees. Call (727)544-
1088 for more info. 
MAC OS X (Tiger) For Sale 
Processor: 1.42 GHz 
Memory: 1.42 MB 
Plus HP Desk Jet Printer 
Both in very good condt. $600 
Call: 407-695-4172 
B • Enter and view dassified ads online 24 hours a day 
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© Puzzles by Pappocom 
6 - 4 1 2 7 ! 
-~ 
13 
8 4 
3 6 9 
2 : 9 tr--
. 
Fill in the grid so 
that every row, 
column and 3x3 
box contains the 
digits 1 through 9 
with no repeats . 
---
._.... 
·-· '---~·-
1 7 3 6 Monday puzzle: Easy level 
7 5 8 2 ' 4 Wednesday puzzle: 
2 3 8 Medium level 
3 2 
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
.1 Harrow parts 
6 Soap film 
10 Weariog 
wellgies 
14 Hunter of stars 
15 Pond growth 
16 Engage in . 
17 Artillery burst 
18 D.C. old-timers 
19 Allure alternative 
20 Goes in 
22 Spoke for 
transcription 
24 Marsh grasses 
26 Cereal grain 
27 Type of nuclear 
reactor 
30 Final 
straightaway 
34 X-ray shielding 
35 Nose or swan 
follower 
37 Musical 
syllables 
38 Mtn. stat 
39 Writers' credits. 
41 Straw drawn 
42 Fry briefly 
© 2008 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 
All rights roserved. 9/24/08 
44 Cordelia's father 
45 Pouting ·face 
46 Mavens 
48 Renters . 
50 Auction finish? 
51 Surveillance, 
shortly 
52 Road parallel to 
a highway 
56 Pleasantly warm 
60 Autobahn auto 
61 Lemming cousin 
63 False alarm 
64 Nastase of 
tennis 
65 Actress Gray 
66 Actress Barkin 
67 Lustful look 
68 Allows to 
69 Is on a quest 
DOWN 
1 Apothecary 
measure 
2 Teheran's place 
3,;River sediment 
4 Type of bridge 
orwagon . 
5 Serenaded the 
sheets 
.. 6 Dig a trench 
7 Clumsy oafs 
8 Wrinkled fruit 
9 Good luck 
source 
10 PuJlover or 
cardigan 
11 Sentry's 
command. 
12 Leer 
lasciviously 
13 Instrument of 
· title 
21 Rundown 
23 T.opless little 
pies 
25 Practice 
exercises 
27 World-weary 
28 Take time off 
29 Devour 
30 Upper house 
31 Claw 
32 Influence 
33 Despises 
36.Contend 
39 Tete topper 
40 Put up 
co A s r I Ao o s I W ·A a E 
0 P A A H S O O T A L E S 
N I TRO PUMA ROOT 
S ES A M E •GERTRUDE 
- -- C A A N I s T A I D E s 
ATTE ST ED.SO O • -
WOR N - E RRS!-¾R I SH 
E R E •,2_ 111 DA I N S • R A E S E E D S S I L O • R A A E 
••• 0 C T i N A. T I O N A L 
T OEN AI LISE NT••• 
E N L A A G E S·· S T A L I N 
NE A TIHAHAIATONE 
T A T E T A I P C O L D S 
S L E D S Y N E T R A Y S 
Last issue solved 
43 More minute 
45 Handcuff 
47 See the world 
49 Hangman's 
knot~ 
51 Kindled again 
52 Flunk 
53 Govern 
54 Garfield's bud 
55 Al or Tipper 
57 Mall happening 
58 Difficult Journey 
59 Cravings 
62 Annapolis grad 
Sol.ution and 11ew puzzles in next issue's <;:lassifieds 
Fabulous CLUB NAILS & Spa: 
Acrylic (Sparkles, Sea shells, colors), 
· Pedicure, Manicure, Wax, Facial, 
Reflexology, Massage. Special 1 0% 
OFF coupon online at: 
Clubnailsandspa.com/ Appt call: 417-
384-8700 or visit CLUB NAILS AND 
SPA 11229 E COLONIAL,ORL. 
FL32817 (accross from SuperWalmart) 
CASH PAID FOR 
VIDEO GAME SYSTEMS 
XBOX 360 PLAYSTATION 3 
NINTENDO Wii 
APPLE IPODS SONY PSP LCD & 
PLASMA TVS 
Cover All Service, Inc. 407-947-5444 
BUY OR LOAN 
Donate Plasma! 
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough· 
r,-J, __ / \_--1 
'\--- I 
\ ' 
' t 
<:.) Earn up to ? 
~ . \). $180/mo. t 
r--~ 
~ \/'°'"1 
Find out how thousands of people save lives and.earn extra CASH by donating plasma 
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products fo~ people, including 
children, with serious illneses. 
DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100 
* Sl_O Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months) 
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation. 
\VW"VI de plas-n·a.com 
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